coefficient of thermal expansion of the fiber and matrix so that fluctuations in operating temperature induce thermal stresses in the composite ,. It is the goal of this study to determine the behavior of the comp0site.when subjected to mechanical and thermal loading with special attention given to the transverse properties.
The properties in the fiber direction are the subject of another study, As a result of this study it is possible to uescribe the behavior of the composite in terms of the shakedown concept used in structural mechanics, and it is also possible to develop a rather simple method for establishing the constitutive equations for use in structural calculations.
EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM
The composite studied is Du Pont's FP/A1 [Champion et. al., 1978] , with continuous fibers in a unidirectional lay-up. The fiber volume fraction was determined to be 55%.
The FP fiber consists of 99% polycrs'stalline or-alumina (A1203) coated with silica that improves the strength of the fiber and aids the wetting by the molten metal. The fibers have a diameter of approximately 20 gm, a modulus of 345 to 380 GPa, a tensile strength of i.9 to 2.1 GPa for 6.4 mm gaugelength, and a fracture strain of 0.3-0.4%. The matrix material is a 2 wt% Li-A1 binary alloy. The lithium promotesthe wetting of the alumina fibersthatformsa strongmatrix-fiberinterfaceandit alsoraisesthe modulusanddecreases the densityof the aluminum. The compositeis fabricatedby preparingthe FP fibers into tapesby using a fugitive binderandthetapesaresubsequently laid up in a metalmold in thedesiredorientation. The binderis burnedawayandthe moldis vacuum-infiltratedwith the moltenmatrix. The compositewasavailablein the form of a plate 150x 150x 12.5 mmthick.
The specimenusedin the testis shownin ultimatematrix strengthwhile thefailure strainof 0.8%is only 3%of the30%failure strain of the matrix [SakuiandTamura,1969] .
Representative resultsfor the constanttransversestressandcyclic temperatureare given in Figs. 4 and 5 which indicate the results for a low and high transversestress respectively. In bothcasestransientbehavioris followed by a cyclic responsefor which thereis an incrementof strain aftereachcycle, i.e., ratchetingoccursin both examples.
For the low transversestressthe transientportion is completedafterone cycle (Fig. 4) whereasin the caseof thehigh loadthetransientbehaviorcontinuesfor forty cyclesbefore a steadystateconditionis reached (Fig.5) .
Similar testswere performedat different valuesof constanttransversestressand temperaturecycle. In Fig. 7 , the steadystatestrain rangeAe recorded over a cycle of temperature is plotted as a function of the temperature range AT for different values of the transverse stress c T. It may be inferred from this plot that the cyclic strain is independent of the level of the transverse stress and is linearly dependent on the temperature range AT.
In Fig. 8 'kT ':
':
where < _1 > is the average stress and <¢1 > is the average strain in the 1-direction. The generalized plane strain condition gives
A detailed description of the deviation of the boundary conditions for different loadings are given in Jansson [1990] . in performing the elastic-plastic calculation it was possible to determine the shakedown boundary defined in Fig. 17 . This has been expressed in terms of the dimensionlessloadings EActAT/_y andGT/Cy. It was found for an experimentally temperature dependent yield stressthattheshakedown boundaryis given by theresultfor a temperature independent yield stressto a goodapproximationby replacingthe yield stress with the averageyield stressfor the temperaturedependent case. The ratchet ratesfor different loadingconditionsfall onemastercurve, Fig. 18 , whenplotted asa function of AeTC/_ L where AET is the thermalstrain incrementoutsidethe shakedownsurfaceand c/c L is the currenttransverse stressoverthelimit stress.
It wasobservedearlierthat thefailure strainwasfoundto be stronglydependent on the transversestress, Fig. 11 . It is known thatductility is usually stronglydependent on thevoid growthfactor Ckk/ _ for ductile fracture. The highest void growth factor in the matrix is plotted in Fig. 19 In Fig. 21 the equivalent plastic strain at the location with the highest value t_kk / _ is plotted against the accumulated transverse strain for different loadings.
From this figure it
can be deduced that the equivalent strain is linearly related to the transverse strain and is relatively independent of the transverse loading. 
ANALYSIS-OFTHE EXPERIMENTALAND COMPUTATIONALSTUDIES
where the increment of elastic strain is given as _ AGT AS e ---_
where AO, is the stress increment between the current state and the shakedown condition (Fig. 17) and E is the modulus in the transverse direction. The thermal strain is given as Ae T = Act • AT (8) where Act is the difference in coefficient of thennal expansion between fiber and matrix and AT is the temperature increment between the current state and the shakedown condition.
The experiments, Fig. 9 , shows a ratcheting rate that is lower than the upper bound (6).
However,theincremental changein ratchetingratefor operatingconditionsfor outsidethe shakedown conditionfollows the upperbound.
The failure straincandiffer by overanorderof magnitudedepending on the operating condition. This behaviorwhich is illustratedin Fig. 11has which comparesquite well with the observedfailure strain of 0.8% in the transverse direction. Applying (10) for the thermomechanical loading histories gives the predicted failure strain is shown in Fig. 11 . The observed failure strain is higher than the predicted by the model for low transverse stress. However, the model gives the right trend but clearly requires modification.
In the model it is assumed that catastrophic failure coincides with the condition when local failure occurs. This gives an accurate prediction when the transverse load is close to the limit load when a small defect is sufficient to trigger the failure. The transverse failure strain varies substantially with operating condition. The failure strain is 0.08% when transverse stress is the only loading, and it increases to 12% when the transverse stress is 30 MPa and the thermal loading is sufficiently high to cause ratcheting.
Appendix;

Dct¢rmination of Shakedown Surface and Ratchet Strains
A simple calculation has been performed which provides physical insight and some limited quantitative information.
The composite consists of an elastic perfectly plastic metal matrix with modulus E m yield stress Oy. A Tresca yield condition is assumed. The fiber with modulus Ef is assumed to remain elastic. It is also assumed that the stresses are constant in the matrix and the fiber. This is an approximation which satisfies equilibrium and consequently shall tend to give lower bounds on stiffness, limit load and shakedown conditions.
Since the fiber modulus Ef is five times higher than the matrix modulus E M the elastic matrix response is readily calculated using the condition°3
where cr 1 is the stress corresponding to the transverse loading and c 3 is the stress in the fiber direction acting on the matrix. Hence 
Abstract
The transverse properties of an aluminum alloy metal matrix composite reinforced by continuous alumina fibers have been investigated. The composite is subjected to both mechanical and cyclic thermal loading. The results of an experimental program indicate that the shakedown concept of structural mechanics provides a means of describing the material behavior. When the loading conditions are within the shakedown region the material finally responds in an elastic manner after initial plastic response and for loading conditions outside the shakedown region the material exhibits a rapid incremental plastic strain accumulation. The failure strain varies by an order of magnitude according to the operating conditions. Hence for high mechanical and low thermal loading the failure strain is small, for low mechanical and high thermal loading the failure strain is large.
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